Just give me an hour or two
and I’ll have your employees
on the road to living

BEYOND
PAYCHECK
TO
PAYCHECK
Seriously.
How can I be so sure?

(Turn to the back.)

Empowerment Through
Unbiased Financial Education
Like the beacon from a lighthouse, Total Candor
illuminates a critical yet unlit crossroads by
providing an explicitly honest, thorough, and
unbiased personal financial planning education.
We remove ignorance, empowering employees
to overcome procrastination.

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”
Benjamin Franklin

How much does your employees’ financial ignorance
impact your bottom line?
Tired of losing promising employees for a shockingly small increase in salary elsewhere?
Are many of your employees unable to effectively manage their finances despite solid
compensation packages? Are they, therefore, distracted at work? Disappointed by the small
401(k) participation rates and contribution levels of employees who seemingly have few
financial responsibilities?
Total Candor, whose only business is providing financial education, offers a turnkey and
unbiased solution: we do not sell any financial products. We don’t steer people to certain
funds nor solicit your employees for insurance sales. Our total lack of bias is meaningful to
your population, who has likely been preached to before and has become increasingly
skeptical.
Should you choose, we can co-brand our materials, increasing the perceived and real value
of what you provide. Events can be held at any location you designate and are a great way to:
•

Enhance your new hire orientation program

•

Sell full-time employment to interns

•

Supplement headquarters, national, or regional meetings

•

Communicate changes to your compensation program

•

Give your people more than they expect

•

Make you an employer of choice

•

Increase retention

Read more about our events on the enclosed flyer
or visit www.totalcandor.com.

Total Candor provides the financial education
your people need in several ways, including:
Total Candor
Program

Description

Level of
Impact

Location

When
appropriate?

Who
pays?

Customized
Financial
Awareness
Event at
employees’
location

Transformational interactive
presentation effectively
reaching far beyond the impact
of a typical 401(k) sermon. See
pages 4-5 and for more info.

Maximum

On Site

Moderate or
large employee
population

Employer

Provision of
Book: Beyond
Paycheck to
Paycheck

Clearly communicated financial
planning motivation and
lessons-in writing - to each of
your employees.

Significant

Provided
where you
specify

Very small or
scattered
employee
populations

Employer.
(Heavy
discounts)

Discounts to
public
Financial
Awareness
Events

Periodically, our workshops
may be available to the general
public in your area. Your
employes can receive a discount
by identifying themselves.

Significant
(to those
who
attend)

Your
market
area

Employer lacks
current budget
for an in-house
program

Employee

Discounts for
employee
purchase of
Beyond
Paycheck to
Paycheck

Flyer provided to your
employees along with their
paycheck. Significant discount
provided to those electing to
purchase the book

Significant
(for those
who
purchase)

Sent to
employee’s
office
location

Employer lacks
current budget
for an in-house
program and
no local public
workshops are
scheduled in
the near-term

Employee

Total Candor LLC

(603) 373-0373

info@totalcandor.com

www.totalcandor.com

Easy. I wrote the book!

Author of Beyond Paycheck to
Paycheck, Michael B. Rubin,
CPA, CFP®, MBA is also a
highly regarded speaker and
entrepreneur. His company,
Total Candor, understands and
directly addresses a key
challenge for your employees:
their lack of financial
awareness. The answer has
always been simple:

Financial Education
Yet finding a completely unbiased source has been difficult. Not any longer:

The only thing Total Candor sells is education.

Total Candor LLC

(603) 373-0373

info@totalcandor.com

www.totalcandor.com

